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Abstract: A mobile RFID system is a radio frequency identification technology that allows users to read the information on its tags.
When this free reading function is combined with a mobile RFID system featuring radio frequency identification, it may violate an
individuals privacy. This is because others may obtain personal information by reading the tags. In addition, user tracking can be a
problem, because the fixed ID values of tags can be traced in network segments. Although various solutions have previously been
proposed to resolve this RFID privacy problem, most of these solutions involve numerous calculations within the tags. Therefore, these
techniques can only be applied to expensive active tags with high-capacity embedded processors. In addition, it is not practical to
apply these techniques to a mobile RFID system based on passive tags attached to devices because of the increase in the price and
volume of the tags themselves. In this paper, we propose an efficient protocol that can be used to implement authentication functions in
order to transfer the high-performance calculation functions to mobile devices, thus storing only the resulting values on the tags. This
study mainly focuses on improving the limitations of the existing RFID authentication functions, which usually assume active tags. It
shows that the same security level and performance can be obtained through passive tags. The proposed protocol meets various security
requirements such as tag protection, location- and traffic-tracking prevention; the proposed protocol also meets other requirements such
as lightweightness and the desired level of performance.
Keywords: Passive tag, mobile RFID, authentication protocol, privacy

1. Introduction
A mobile RFID system allows a user to directly obtain information from RFID tags using mobile devices, as opposed to a fixed RFID system. A mobile RFID system
functions to provide information in a convenient manner.
However, if a mobile device can function as an RFID reader
and thus enable anyone to read an RFID tag, the information contained on the tagging product can be used to
identify the owner and his/her characteristics. Thus, this
may cause an invasion of privacy [1]. Therefore, when a
customer purchases a tagged product, it is necessary to
provide privacy protection, and thus, security functions to
protect their information. Although various solutions [2–
6] have previously been proposed to resolve the RFID privacy problem, most of these techniques require that numerous calculations be performed within the tags. Therefore, these techniques can only be used with expensive
tags, which have embedded special-purpose processors. In
∗ Corresponding

addition, it is impractical to apply these techniques to a
mobile RFID system based on passive tags attached to
devices because of the increase in the price and volume
of the tags themselves. Therefore, we propose an efficient
authentication protocol that can be used to implement authentication functions using only passive tags by transferring computation-intensive functions such as hash functions and random number generation to mobile devices,
storing only the results of these functions on tags. This
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the problem statement. Section 3 contains a description of the proposed authentication protocol. Section 4 presents the analyses of the proposed protocol in terms of security and performance. Section 5 describes the implementation work.
Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. Problem Statement
A mobile RFID system consists of one or more tags, an
RFID reader embedded in a mobile device such as a smartphone, and a database, as shown in Figure 1. Each tag contains an antenna and a chip, which is used to store an ID,
or unique identification code. The mobile reader identifies
tag data by querying the tag and reading the ID obtained
from it, or by retransmitting the ID to the database in the
server and reading the corresponding tag information. This
mobile reader plays the role of an intermediary. In a mobile RFID system, the reader is mobile, and thus, communicates over wireless networks. Lastly, the database plays
the role of storing and providing tag information from and
to the RFID reader.
۔ۍۀېڬ
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Figure 1 : Mobile RFID system consisting of tags, mobile devices equipped with RFID readers, and database. When the
reader sends a query to a tag, it gets the tags ID back from the tag.
Then, the actual tag information is retrieved from the database
using the tags ID.

The requirements for a mobile RFID system are largely
divided into security and performance requirements.

RFID reader and database. Even though the data are open
to the public, it must be hard for an attacker to figure out
the correlation between the tag and owner.

2.2. Performance Requirements
The easiest way to make an RFID system more secure
is to implement numerous security functions on the tag.
However, this raises the cost of the tag. To be practically
useful for an RFID application, it is necessary to consider
low-cost passive tags. Thus, the following performance requirement should be considered.
Lightweightness: A passive tag has limited functionality in terms of its computational capability and memory,
i.e., it provides only reading, writing, and locking capabilities. However, in a mobile RFID system, it is possible
to utilize the computational capability of mobile devices.
In other words, it is possible to execute the computationintensive functions on mobile devices, and thus, overcome
the limitation of passive tags.

3. Proposed Authentication Protocol
In this section, we propose a lightweight authentication
protocol using hash functions and XOR operations, and
then analyze the security and efficiency of the proposed
protocol. The notation used in the rest of this paper is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1 : Notation used in rest of this paper.

2.1. Security Requirements
Because a mobile RFID system may face the same security problems as a fixed RFID system, it must satisfy the
following requirements:
Tag Protection: If the unique tag ID is delivered to
any reader that queries a tag without checking whether it
is trustworthy, the tagged item reveals information about
what the item is and who owns it. Thus, when tags are
queried by unauthenticated readers, their unique IDs must
not be exposed before the reader is authenticated.
Location Tracking Prevention: The tag ID is given
to the RFID reader and retransmitted to the database over
wireless or wired networks. Then, the actual information
for the item is provided through the database. Thus, although the data transmitted between the tag and reader
does not provide meaningful information, if the tag ID is
kept unchanged, an attacker over a network can identify
the present location of the items owner. This is because
the RFID reader is contained on a mobile device such as a
smartphone in a mobile RFID system. To prevent this, the
tag ID must be renewed with every query.
Traffic Analysis Prevention: When authenticating the
RFID reader in the protocol, the authentication data are
open between the tag and RFID reader and between the
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Notation
⊕
||
PW D
SK
IDreader
IDtag
R1 i
R2 i
HSK (x)
αi

Description
bitwise XOR (exclusive-or)
concatenation
password for tag status change (lock and unlock)
secret key shared between DB and mobile reader
unchangeable identifier of mobile RFID reader
changeable identifier of the tag
i-th random value that the mobile reader creates
i-th random value that the database creates
hashed value of x using SK
i-th random challenge stored in tag and DB

3.1. Initialization Phase
To initialize the protocol, the tag and database store IDtag ,
α i−1 , and PW D. The mobile reader stores its own IDreader
and secret key SK. The detailed process is as follows.
Database: It stores the IDreader corresponding to the
registered mobile reader and secret key SK. When the IDtag
is given from the reader, the database generates the PW D
and calculates the value of α i−1 , where α i−1 = IDtag ⊕
HSK (R2 i−1 ). It then stores the IDtag , PW D, and value of
α i−1 .
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Mobile RFID Reader: When the reader is registered
in the database, it stores the SK to be used for computing
the hash value of the random value generated by either the
reader or database.
Tag: The original tag has only the pure IDtag , but when
registered in the database, it is replaced by the value of
α i−1 that the database generates. This value, α i−1 , changes
every tag authentication. The PW D is also kept secret for
locking and unlocking the tag later.

Figure 2 : Proposed authentication protocol can only function using passive tags by running highly-computational functions such
as hash functions and random number generators on mobile devices and then storing resulting values on tags.

3.2. Authentication Phase
The process to authenticate the tag information is shown
in Figure 2. The detailed authentication procedure is as
follows.
Step 1: If the mobile reader sends queries to the tag,
the tag transmits the stored value, α i−1 .
Step 2: When this value, α i−1 , is received, the mobile
reader creates random value R1 i , takes the hash function
on R1 i along with SK, and computes a new value, β , where
β = α i−1 ⊕ HSK (R1 i ). It sends value β and R1 i , along with
the IDreader , to the database. Then, the database checks
whether or not IDreader is registered. Once IDreader is identified as registered, the corresponding SK is retrieved from
the database. Next, the database calculates HSK (R1 i ) using
the received R1 i and SK, and then extracts the original α by
computing α i−1 = β ⊕HSK (R1 i ). Once the value of α i−1 is
obtained, the original IDtag and PW D, matched with α i−1
from the database retrieval, are picked up. After this, the
database creates another random value, R2 i , calculates the
hash value, HSK (R2 i ), using secret key SK, and then computes value α i by α i = (IDtag ||PW D) ⊕ HSK (R2 i ) using
the retrieved IDtag and PW D. Finally, it replaces α i−1 with
α i , and sends back the values of R2 i and α i to the mobile
reader.
Step 3: The mobile reader calculates HSK (R2 i ) using
R2 i and SK and extracts IDtag and PW D by calculating
(IDtag ||PW D) = α i ⊕ HSK (R2 i ). Once the reader obtains
PW D, it unlocks the tag using PW D, updates the value of
α i−1 with the new value, α i , and locks the tag again if
necessary. Now, the mobile reader is free to get the actual
tag information using IDtag .
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4. Security and Performance Analysis
This section deals with the security and performance of the
proposed protocol.

4.1. Security Analysis
The proposed protocol meets the security requirements described in Section 2.1, as follows:
Tag Protection: An attacker is not able to modify the
information on the passive tag because they do not have
PW D. In addition, the only value they can read is α , not
the actual IDtag . Thus, even if the attacker reads the value
of α , the tag information is protected against such readings because the attacker does not have the authenticated
IDreader . In other words, because only authenticated readers know the secret key, SK, only they can derive the actual
IDtag at the end of the protocol steps. For more detail, consider the following equation.

β = α i−1 HSK (R1 i )

(1)

α i−1

The value of
stored in the tag is the result of the
previous authentication process. This value is updated at
every authentication process. Even if an attacker comes to
know β and R1 i from listening to wireless communications, he cannot obtain the actual IDtag . In other words, to
get the IDtag , he would need to get α i and then derive IDtag
from the equation (IDtag ||PW D) = α i ⊕ HSK (R2 i ). Thus,
it is impossible for an attacker to compute both HSK (R1 i )
and HSK (R2 i ) without knowing SK, which is shared only
between the authenticated reader and database.
Location Tracking Prevention: Because the data stored
in the tag (i.e.,α ) changes at every authentication process,
no useful information is leaked to an attacker in the segment between the tag and reader. Moreover, when a mobile reader sends β to the database or the database sends
α to the reader, both parameters are re-randomized using
secret key SK every time. Thus, an unauthenticated reader
is not able to trace who has what items without knowing
the secret key, even though he can easily obtain R1 i and
R2 i .

α i = (IDtag ||PW D) ⊕ HSK (R2 i )

(2)

Traffic Analysis Prevention: Even if an attacker is
able to collect all of the data from the communications, he
fails to analyze the entire authentication protocol and thus
cannot force the unauthenticated reader to be authorized
unless he can obtain the secret key shared between the authenticated reader and database. For more details, suppose
that the attacker obtains all of the following parameters:
IDreader , R1 i , R2 i , β , α i

(3)

It is impossible to obtain the IDtag and PW D, because
the attacker cannot correctly compute HSK (R1 i ) and HSK (R2 i )
without having SK. Thus, there is no probability that false
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authentication succeeds. In addition, let us assume that
the attacker stores (IDreader , R1 i , β ) that an authenticated
reader has already sent and resends them to the database.
Then, the database replies to the attacker with α i and R2 i .
Even in this case, because the attacker does not know SK,
he is not able to compute HSK (R2 i ) and thus find IDtag and
PW D.
Table 2 : Proposed protocol satisfies all security requirements as
well as performance requirement for lightweightness.
Hash Lock

Randomized
Hash Lock

MW

Proposed

O

O

O

O

X

O

O

O

X

X

O

O

X

X

X

O

Tag Protection
Location
Tracking
Prevention
Traffic Analysis
Prevention
Lightweightness

Table 2 shows a comparison of the features provided
by the existing techniques and the proposed protocol in
terms of the security requirements described in Section 2.1.
The hash lock protocol [7] satisfies only tag protection,
while the randomized hash lock protocol [7] only satisfies tag protection and location tracking prevention. In the
MW protocol [8], all of the security requirements are satisfied, except the lightweightness requirement. In contrast,
the proposed protocol meets all of the security and performance requirements. An analysis of the lightweightness
performance requirement will be separately discussed in
the next section. In addition to an analysis of how the proposed scheme meets the security requirements, it is necessary to prove the security of the scheme in terms of playback and collision attacks. First, the proposed scheme employs the random number generator, secret key SK , and
random values R1 i and R2 i when generating a hash value.
However, even though R1 i and R2 i are known, it is impossible to determine the identical value in a hash function without knowing SK. Thus, the proposed scheme is
secure against the playback attack. Second, we need to determine whether a collision attack is possible in the proposed protocol, which uses the hash function. In principle,
the security of the hash function relies on collision resistance against a preimage attack [9]. In such an attack, if
the attacker attempts to break the hash function, 2n/2 trials
are needed, where n is the bit length of the hash output.
For example, when we use the well-known SHA-1 as a
hash function, 2160 /2 = 280 trials are required to find the
collision of the preimages because of the birthday paradox [9]. In other words, if we assume that the attacker
has sufficient computation power to compute 230 trials per
second, the total amount of time needed to succeed in a
collision attack is about 250 seconds (i.e., approximately
10,000 years). Thus, the proposed scheme is computationally secure against a collision attack.
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4.2. Performance Analysis
This section deals with the efficiency of the proposed protocol in comparison with the performance requirements
defined in Section 2.2.
Lightweightness: Because the existing protocols are
assumed to use active tags, not passive tags, they are almost not applicable to resource-limited passive tags. In
the randomized hash lock protocol [7], it is necessary to
implement a hash function and random number generator. In the MW protocol [8], a random number generator and a tree algorithm to search for the key need to be
implemented in the tag and reader. None of the previous
protocols meet the requirement of lightweightness. As can
be seen in Table 3, the proposed protocol requires a large
amount of memory space to store IDreader , SK, IDtag , and
α i on the database side, but it can implement the authentication process using only passive tags. As mentioned earlier, the main idea of lightweightness is to perform most
of the necessary computations for the tag on the mobile
devices.
Table 3 : Performance is compared with previous protocols in
terms of memory usage, computational complexity, and communication overhead. Symbols and acronyms are defined as follows: h−hash value, k−password, m−number of mobile readers,
n−number of tags, r−random number, s−secret key, t − IDtag ,
and uIDreader .

Memory
Usage (bit)

MW

Proposed

Tag
Reader

Randomized
Hash Lock
log(kh)
log(tkh2 r)

log(kh)
log(tkh2 r2 s)

DB

nlog(tk)

nlog(tkhs)

(n + 1)h + r
-

3h + r
(n + 2)h + r

log(kh)
log(tkh2 rs)
mlog(us) +
nlog(tkh)
2h + r
2h + r

log(kh2 )

log(kh2 )

log(kh2 )

(n + 1)log(t) +
log(rk)

log(h3 r2 )

log(uh2 r2 )

Computation Reader
DB
Complexity
CommunicaTagtion
Reader
Overhead
ReaderDB
(bit)

In addition to lightweightness, the proposed protocol
has many advantages compared to the previous protocols
that are applicable for mobile RFID applications (i.e., randomized hash lock and MW), in terms of computational
complexity, memory usage, and communication overhead.
First, the memory usage is measured in terms of the
tags, mobile readers, and database. On the tag side, the existing protocols and the proposed one all require the same
amount of memory space, log(kh), where k denotes the
password and h is the hash value. On the mobile reader
side, the proposed protocol requires log(tkh2 rs) bits, where
t indicates the number of tags, r is a random number, and s
is the secret key. This amount is more than the randomized
hash lock but less than the MW protocol. On the database
side, the randomized hash lock protocol requires nlog(t) +
nlog(k) = nlog(tk) bits and the MW protocol requires nlog(t)+
nlog(k) + nlog(h) + nlog(s) = nlog(tkhs) bits. The proposed protocol needs to store n instances of IDtag , k in-
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5. Implementation
We performed a feasibility test of the proposed protocol
using real world testing resources. The test was carried out
in the following environment (see Figure 3).

Figure 3 : Experimental testbed is set up as follows: one desktop
computer is configured as a database server. Nesslab’s 900 MHz
-UHF RF reader dongle as a RFID reader and Power IDs EPC
Gen-2 tags are used.

One desktop computer was used as a database server.
As a RFID reader, we used Nesslab’s 900 MHz UHF RF
reader dongle [10]. This dongle was attached to a Samsung SCH-490 smartphone, which has a Marvall Monahans PXA 312 806 MHz processor and 160 MB of memory. For the passive tag, we used Power G2, which is compatible with the EPC Gen-2 standard [11]. This passive
tag has 96 bytes of EPC space and 720 bytes of user memory space. We also used the OpenSSL crypto library [12]
to implement the proposed protocol, and all of the testing
code was written in C for Windows Mobile 6.1.4.

Randomized
Hash Lock

MW Protocol

Proposed

18,000
16,000

Average processing time
(msec)

stances of the password for the state change of the tag,
the hash value h, and m mobile reader identifiers. Thus,
it requires nlog(t) + nlog(k) + nlog(h) = nlog(tkh) bits
and mlog(u) + mlog(s) = mlog(us) bits, where u denotes
IDreader . Compared to the previous protocols, the proposed
one requires more memory space, but the memory requirement of the database is not a major concern in an RFID
system.
The computational complexity can be measured at the
reader and database. In the case of the randomized hash
lock protocol, no computation is required in the database,
but the computation in the mobile reader reaches (n+1)h+
r, which means that (n + 1) hash computations and one
random number generation are necessary. The MW protocol requires 3h + r computations in the mobile reader
and (n + 1)h + r in the database. The proposed protocol
constantly requires 2h + r computations in both the mobile reader and database. This is a significant performance
gain because the proposed scheme is independent of the
number of tags. It is noticed that the overall processing
time for authentication depends on the computation cost
and the number of tags.
The communication overhead cost can be analyzed for
two communication segments: the tag-reader and readerdatabase sections. The communication overhead requirement between the tag and reader is the same in all three
protocols. In the case of the reader-database section, the
randomized hash lock protocol requires (n + 1)log(t) +
log(rk) bits, which represent much more communication
overhead than the other protocols. The MW protocol indicates that log(h3 r2 ) bits of communication overhead are
used between the reader and database. The proposed protocol shows log(uh2 r2 ) bits, where u denotes the identifier
of the mobile reader. Thus, the proposed protocol generates lower data traffic than the others.
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Figure 4 : Average processing time for authentication is shown.
The performance of the randomized hash lock protocol and MW
protocol are proportional to the number of tags, whereas the proposed protocol shows a constant processing time.

Figure 4 shows the overall authentication processing
time. As discussed in Section 4.2, the performances of the
randomized hash lock protocol and MW protocol are proportional to the number of tags, whereas the proposed protocol shows a constant processing time. This large difference can be attributed to the fact that both the randomized
hash protocol and MW protocol are required to search the
entire list to find the correct in the database, whereas the
proposed protocol does not require such a function.

6. Conclusion
A mobile RFID system with free reading functions may
cause the problem of personal privacy violation. This is
because others may read the information on the tags. Thus,
we proposed a mobile RFID authentication technique that
is applicable to low-cost passive tags by making the best
use of the mobile devices computational power. The main
idea was to execute highly computational functions on mobile devices and store only the processing results on the
tags. We showed that the proposed protocol outperformed
the previous protocols in terms of tag protection, location tracking prevention, traffic analysis prevention, and
lightweightness. In addition, we implemented the proposed
protocol using the cryptographic library, and tested its performance on real smartphones and RFID readers.
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